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Cautions and Warnings
Read it!
DO NOT expose the tire warmer to water, as with all
electrical devices there is a risk of electric shock which
can result in injury or death.
DO NOT leave the tire warmer unattended.
DO NOT allow the Cross Linked Elastic Side Panels to
contact the front brake rotors when the rotors are hot-the
Cross Linked Elastic Side Panels will melt.
DO NOT use the warmer if there are any visible signs
of damage.
This product is intended for the heating of race tires, no
other use is approved.
DO NOT Bunch, fold, or over-lap the heated areas of the tire
warmer. This will result in over-heating. This can result in
damage to the tire warmer AND the tire. Read the section
on How To Install for specific information.
ONLY use the proper sized tire warmer on your tire. The
heated area should NEVER over-lap.
Be sure to use the proper electrical voltage as your
power supply.
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How to Install

1. Most tire warmers come with a strap on
the end that does NOT have the power
cord.
2. Pass the strap through the wheel and
attach to the Velcro on the back of the
warmer. Be sure to center the warmer on
the tire so the Cross Linked Elastic Side
Panels are not contacting the brake rotors
(when very hot the rotors can melt the
Cross Linked Elastic Side Panels).
3. Place your foot or knee on the tire to
prevent the wheel from spinning and
stretch a section of the warmer over the
tire, not using excessive force.
4. Rotate the wheel and repeat until the
entire tire is covered; attach the two ends of
the warmer with the Velcro.
5. Plug in!
It is important to have the warmer flat and
smooth (not bunched or folded) as you
place the warmer on the tire.
NO!
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How to Remove
When it is time to take the warmers off ...
1. Remove from power – UNPLUG first! Warmers not mounted
on tires that are left energized can be severely damaged.
2. Simply take the end with the Power Cord, separate the
Velcro and gently pull the warmer. The wheel should spin
and allow the warmer to come off.
3. Undo the Velcro strap and remove.
4. Place the warmer in a safe place where it will not be stepped
on or tripped over.
*** Once disconnected from power the warmer need not be laid
flat, but it should be put in some place safe from harm.

How to Store
CHR Tire Warmers are built tough to handle life in the paddock,
however if they are cared for many will last longer. We suggest
the life expectancy of the product to be 5 seasons, but have
seen many last longer!
DO roll up the warmers after use. Begin rolling the end that does NOT
have the power cord.
Do NOT crush the warmers, placing something on top of them.
Do NOT store the warmers in a wet or damp environment.
Do NOT leave them in freezing conditions for extended
periods of time.
DO store the warmers in the provided bag or carrying case.
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General Use Instructions
ALL MODELS
Normal usage: It is recommended to use the tire warmer for 1 to 1:15
hours prior to going on track. This is to ensure that the entire carcass is
“Heat Soaked”, meaning it is heated all the way through. (See article in the
back of the Instructions for more detailed information)
If it is especially windy or cold it may take longer to get the tire up to
temperature, so an extra 15 minutes can be added to the heat up time. If
windy, it is recommended to try and keep the vehicle in a garage, trailer or
utilize our Chicken Wrap Neoprene Wheel Insulators which wrap the entire
wheel to stop wind from robbing heat.
STANDARD MODEL
Neon Light: The Amber color neon light indicates that the warmer is
energized and making heat. When the warmer reaches the desired
temperature (174 F / 79 C) the warmer will shut off for a short period
of time and the Amber light will go out and the Green light will light up. This
process will repeat itself as the warmer maintains the target temperature.
Usually this happens after about 20 minutes but the tire is not yet heat
soaked. 60 minutes is recommended. Do not be alarmed if in certain
cases the light appears to blink on/off quickly, this is part of normal
operation.
The tire should always be warm during the time of the track sessions
either from usage on the track or on the warmer. Once done for the day
the warmers can be placed back on the tires and NOT plugged in or
energized. In this way they can cool down slowly and be ready for the next
day’s action.
Temperature Adjustable Models - POLE-POSITION & DIGITAL PROLINE MODEL
Pole Position model is equipped with 3 temperature settings: 55C/132F,
79C/175F & 90C/195F degrees. - The 90C/195F (H) setting is to be used
prior to a race or practice session when the warmers will be removed and
the bike will enter the track right after.
The lowest setting of 55C/132F degrees (L) is to be used when:

(continued on next page)
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General Use Instructions (cont.)
1. Rain compound tires are to be used. These should be heated for about 30
minutes.
2. There is down-time between track sessions and saving “heat cycles”
is desired. In this situation, place the warmers back on the tires right
after the vehicle returns from the track and the tires are hot. The warmer will
only maintain a temperature of 55C/132F degrees preventing the tire from
cooling all the way down, hardening up, and going through the “heat cycle”.
With the tire “warm” already at 55C/132F degrees, change the Temperature
Controller to the 90C/194F setting 20-30 minutes prior to the race to heat up
completely.
3. It is possible to use only the low setting on a Practice day. This is for
a situation where you will not be pushing hard on the first lap. The tire
is still heat soaked and warm enough to prevent a “cold tire” incident. The
tire should always be warm during the time of the track sessions either from
usage on the track or on the warmer. Once done for the day the warmers
can be placed back on the tires and NOT plugged in or energized. In this
way they can cool down slowly and be ready for the next day’s action.

Medium Setting:
There are tire brands or compounds that may work at lower temperatures,
usually track day oriented Street tires or cool weather focused Race
compound tires. If you are using a very soft compound or tire vendor
recommends a lower temperature setting this provides you with an additional
option. This is the middle temperature on the Pole Position 3-position switch.
If possible the tire should always be warm during the time of the track sessions
either from usage on the track or on the warmer if possible. Once done for the
day the warmers can be placed back on the tires and NOT plugged in or
energized. In this way they can cool down slowly and be ready for the next
day’s action.

Changing the Temperature – Pole Position
The Switch can be moved to change temperature whenever you
desire – being energized or unplugged will not matter.
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General Use Instructions (cont.)
This Switch is supplied with 3 Temperature Positions Low, Med & High.
Low - 55C/132F
Med - 79C/175F
High - 90C/194F
- Be careful of Track Power Sources, Long Extension Cords or overtaxing
a generator.
- You can check the voltage by checking the end of your extension cord with
an electrical meter. If you have questions on this please call our tech line.
DIGITAL PRO-LINE MODEL
The range of temperatures available are from 14F - 225F, in one
degree increments (See detailed instructions for operation of the Digital
Temperature Controller).
The concepts of changing temperature for different compound tires and
different situations during practice and racing are the same as the Pole
Position model described above and outlined below.
For most tire brands/compounds, settings of 175 and above are to
be used prior to a race or practice session when the warmers will be
removed and the vehicle will enter the track right after. The lower
settings from 120 -135 degrees is to be used when:
1. Rain compound tires are to be used. These should be heated for
about 30 minutes.
2. There is going to be down-time between track sessions and saving
“heat cycles” is desired. In this situation place the warmers back on
the tires right after the vehicle returns from the track and the tires are
hot. The warmer will only maintain the tires temperature when it drops
to the set point, preventing the tire from cooling all the way down and
hardening up from going through the “heat cycle”. With the tire “warm”
already at 135 degrees, change the Temperature Controller to the 175
or higher, about 30 minutes prior to the race.
If possible the tire should always be warm during the time of the track
sessions either from usage on the track or on the warmer. Once done for
the day the warmers can be placed back on the tires and NOT plugged in
or energized. In this way they can cool down slowly and be ready for the
next day’s action.
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PRO LINE Digital Control Box Instructions
CHR Heat Controller DTC5 Operating Instructions Features

* The Power Cord is easy to remove via a C13 IEC power connector (same
as many PCs use)
* User can select Fahrenheit or Celsius temperature scale
* Backlit for easy reading even in dim conditions
* Running Time Counter to show how long the Tire Warmer has been running
* Normal Heat up mode and Slow Heat up mode for Heat Soaking a cold tire
LCD displays:
- Set point
- Current temperature
- Heat ON
- Runtime counter

Operation Functionality
When plugged into power: unit will stay off, but will be ready for sensing the
“ON” button.
1. Now push “ON” longer then 0.5 seconds to turn on the controller.
2. Display will turn on. Display will show current sensor temperature. The
controller will turn on at this point and heat to the Set Point from the
last use or the default 175F (80C).
3. Controller will now accept input on “+” and on “-” buttons to change the
Set Point (desired temperature).
4. Runtime counter will start counting from 0h00min up.
5. Controller will remember the last SETPOINT and Heating Mode and
begin from that point.

To Change the Temperature Set Point
Pushing the “+” or “-” button and releasing it will increase/decrease the
temperature SETPOINT by 1C/F.
When holding the “+” or “-” button longer than 1.0 second (holding it down)
controller will increase the SETPOINT in a more rapid fashion. Maximum
temperature of 105C/225F and a Minimum temperature of 14F or -10C.
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(continued on next page)

PRO LINE Digital Control Box Instructions (cont.)
Changing between Fahrenheit and Celsius
When pushing “+” and “-” buttons at the same time for longer than
one second the controller will toggle between “C” and “F” (for
selecting Fahrenheit scale or Celsius scale). The unit will return
to normal operating mode instantly with the new scale setting.
Selecting Heat Soak vs. Normal Heat Up Mode
There are two heating modes available - Heat Soak & Normal Mode.
Heat Soak Mode - This mode has the controller limit the speed in
which the tire warmer heats up, slowing it down so that the surface
of the tire sees a lower temperature during the initial heat up process.
This mode is applicable when heating a tire from cold or ambient
temperature. It can be used for Brand New tires that have not seen the
track yet or for used tires being heated for the first time that day.
The tire will be brought up to temperature more slowly; the tire warmer
will not allow the tire to see very high temperatures on the surface
while the tire is being Heat Soaked. It is also useful for safely heating
Rain Tires to temperature (i.e. 120F to 130F or 50C to 55C). This
mode is noted by an “S” being in the upper left hand corner of the display.
**Important - an extra 15 minutes should be allowed for the tire to come to
full operating temperature and pressure. It is normal to hear the controller
click on/off during the heating process and it comes up to temperature
more slowly.
Normal Mode - This mode is what you’ve been accustomed to - the
tire warmer heats 100% until the Set Point Temperature is reached. The
normal mode gives the tire warmer full power right up to the point that the
Set Point Temperature is reached.
Changing between Heat Soak & Normal Mode
Press and hold the Power button for about 1 second and the “S” indicating
Heat Soak mode will appear or disappear. All other settings remain
unchanged and the controller proceeds to heat.
Troubleshooting and Trip Mode
* The Controller looks at the temperature change of the sensor against
time. If the temperature drops or climbs more than normal in a 10
second period, the Controller internally will go into TRIP mode and
turn OFF the heat output. In this situation the runtime counter will start

(continued on next page)
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flashing to indicate this mode. If this occurs, un-plug the tire warmer
from electric power, and inspect it for any damage.
* Should the temperature sensor be disconnected or damaged, the controller will go into TRIP mode and turn OFF the heat output. The runtime
counter will start flashing to indicate this.
When in TRIP mode: push the ON button longer than 0.3 seconds and
shorter than 3.0 seconds to put the controller into normal operation again.
ANY time: push the “ON” button longer than 3.0 seconds will turn the controller OFF. Display turns OFF. Unit will be ready to accept “ON” button signal.
The DTC3 controller has a NEMA1 (not water tight) high-impact plastic
enclosure and is not position sensitive and does not require any additional
internal wiring.
High voltages may be present - DO NOT attempt to open the DTC3 Controller
for any reason. High voltage is present inside the case. Being a Solid State
design no repairs will be possible outside the Factory. Should a malfunction
occur, the entire unit needs to be returned to be evaluated/repaired.

Troubleshooting
SIZING PROBLEMS
TOO SHORT: Should the warmer not reach all the way around –
remove completely and re-install making sure that the warmer is
flat and smooth.
TOO LONG: Check to see if the heated areas of the warmer overlap
each other; if the heated areas overlap, it is not the proper size for the
tire. Should the warmer be too long it should NOT be used.
ELECTRICAL / HEATING PROBLEMS
NOT HOT ENOUGH: If the warmer does not seem to be getting hot enough,
check it with a tire pyrometer, probe type pyrometers are recommended
for greater accuracy. If it is determined to be operating low, try to ensure
that the adequate Amps or Watts are available and that voltage is correct. If less than proper Voltage is (i.e.: 120 or 240 depending on model)
the warmers will operate at less than their potential. Extra long extension
cords should not be used, whereas voltage will drop over the length of
the cord. A proper heavy duty extension cord should be used.
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Troubleshooting (cont.)
TOO HOT: If it is thought the warmer is too hot check with a tire pyrometer.
If it is determined that it is actually running too hot send the warmer in to us
for proper calibration or repair.
AMBER DISCOLORATION ON LINER: The Nomex liner of the tire warmer
is capable of withstanding 450F, but the dye used is heat sensitive. If the
black inner liner turns an amber color, this is an indication of excessive heat
in that area. This can occur under normal operation if the tire warmer was run
at high temperature (194F/90C) for long periods of time.
If the warmer was bunched, folded or over-lapped to cause the problem and
the fabric has maintained its integrity, this will not be a problem for future use
as long as the tire warmer is installed correctly in the future. If the warmer was
installed properly and this Amber color is on the liner you should not use the
warmer at all until it can be checked by a technician at Chicken Hawk Racing.
DOES NOT GET HOT AT ALL: Check power supply source, make sure
power and voltage are correct.
– If Pole Position models using a 3 Position Switch make sure the
switch is secure in one of the three positions.
– If Pro-Line mode, make sure the LCD display shows there is power
and that the cable to the warmer is properly connected.
GREEN NEON LIGHT COMES ON IMMEDIATELY: The Green light on the
Standard and Pole Position models indicates it is connected to power and
NOT heating (usually for when desired temperature has been reached). If
the Green light comes on immediately there is an electrical open in the circuit
and the warmer is not heating. The tire warmer should not be used since
there is a chance of electrical shock. The warmer should not be used at all
until it can be checked by a technician at Chicken Hawk Racing.
NEON LIGHT DOES NOT LIGHT: If this occurs and the warmer is heating
the tire, the problem is only with the light. This can be ignored at the moment
should you need to use the tire warmer but should be repaired by our
Service Center right away.
POWER CORD PULLED OUT: This should ONLY be done by a CHR
technician. More damage is usually done by someone trying to make a
“quick-fix”.
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Troubleshooting (cont.)
MELTED THROUGH: If the warmer is melted, this is a sign of either
improper installation or a malfunction with the warmer and should be
taken seriously.
**If the heater coils are not in the original pattern, this can lead to
over-heating. This can damage your tire by blistering it and can
have serious consequences.
You should not use the warmer at all until it can be checked by a
technician at Chicken Hawk Racing.
MICRO PROCESSOR MALFUNCTION: Pro-Line control box is not
functioning- see Page for Micro-Processor.
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Warranty Information
All CHR tire warmers come with one year warranty from date
of purchase.
Warranty cards MUST be filled out and sent in to our physical address
within 30 days of purchase.
CHR will, at their option, repair or replace defective warmers free of
charge during the warranty period, including standard UPS shipping
to the customer. This includes ANY flaw during the manufacturing
process including normal heat-up, temperature accuracy or failure.
The warranty only excludes mis-use or abuse to the product, such as:
– Leaving the warmer plugged in or energized while
NOT mounted on a tire.
– Bunching or folding the warmer over during operation.
– Using on the incorrect tire size, over-lapping the warmer.
– Stepping on, driving over or crushing the warmer.
– Driving away with the warmers still mounted.
REPAIRS AND WARRANTY CLAIMS
“A Repair form can be easily downloaded from the Chicken Hawk Racing
website on the Contact Us page”.
The physical address of CHR is:
54 Elizabeth Street, #10
Red Hook, NY 12571
Warmers should be sent via UPS or Federal Express and have the
following information included in the box:
Name:
Date:
Mailing Address:
Day-time telephone:
Problem or symptom:
Date warmer is needed back:
Method of payment: Credit Card
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Warranty Card
Fill both out and return the bottom one to our office:
54 Elizabeth Street, #10 Red Hook, NY 12571
Retain the top one for your records. Please print legibly or type.
NAME: ___________________________________________________
ADDRESS: ________________________________________________
DATE OF PURCHASE: ________________ MODEL:______________
SERIAL NUMBER:

(located on power-cord)

_____________________________

RACE VEHICLE: __________________________________________
RACING ORG:

____________________________________________

PURCHASED FROM: _______________________________________

Warranty Card
You MUST RETURN FOR WARRANTY TO BE IN EFFECT* 54 Elizabeth
Street, #10 Red Hook, NY 12571 Chicken Hawk Racing LIMITED WARRANTY:
I have read and understand the instructions, cautions and warranty for Chicken
Hawk Racing™ tire warmers. I acknowledge that high performance motorcycle
riding and racing is dangerous and accept these dangers; I and all my heirs hold
CHICKEN HAWK RACING INC. and it’s employees harmless for any and all
claims that might result regardless of cause.

NAME: ___________________________________________________
ADDRESS: ________________________________________________
DATE OF PURCHASE: _____________ MODEL:_________________
SERIAL NUMBER:

(located on power-cord)

_____________________________

RACE VEHICLE: __________________________________________
RACING ORG:

____________________________________________

PURCHASED FROM: _______________________________________
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